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Air-A-Lator®

The Air-A-Lator® and the “Mason’s Choice” are the number one outside air intake regulators for masonry fireplaces. The fire  
will burn warmer, cleaner and more safe because regulated outside air is used for combustion. The homeowner can control  
both the volume of air and direction of air with these unique products.

Key Features
Exclusive Dual Damper System gives you complete 
control of combustion air. Other outside air intakes 
just let you control the volume of air. The Air-A-
Lator® Dual Damper System gives you control not 
only of volume of air, but it also lets you control 
the direction of air. Both are necessary to produce 
the proper flames and control the rate of burning.

Helps stop backdraft smoking caused by negative 
pressure in the home.

Provides safety from dangerous carbon monoxide 
fumes. The use of an Air-A-Lator® in your fireplace 
helps prevent great amounts of air from being 
drawn out of your home. This reduces or eliminates 
the chance of drawing carbon monoxide fumes 
from household heating appliances — a growing 
problem as homes become more air-tight.

Less heat loss for more energy savings. Instead of 
drawing heated air from inside your home, Air-A-
Lator® takes outside air and directs it right where 
it’s needed.

Reduces pollution, ashes and customer complaints. 
When your fire burns more completely you’ll have 
much less ash and smoke both in the air and in 
your home.

More heat per pound of fuel. Creosote, smoke, ash 
and unburned wood are all products of incomplete 
combustion. Because Air-A-Lator® provides the air 
needed for complete combustion, you can save 
dollars on fuel costs.

Meets building requirements. Many states now 
require a source of outside air. In many cases Air-A-
Lator® is the only outside air intake regulator that 
meets these requirements.

Arrows
Indicate
Air Flow

For optimum efficiency Air-A-Lator® should be installed in 
the front row of brick in center of fireplace with opening 
facing fire or grate.

“Mason’s (on side  
wall) Choice”

Fire burns warmer, cleaner, and 
safer because regulated outside 
air is used for combustion. Air 
follows built-in passage under 
your fireplace
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Air-A-Lator®

The “Mason’s Choice” 3-Piece Kits

Rigid Flex

Inner Dimensions Order # Order #

3” 230370 230380

4” 230470 230480

Note: Rigid Kit includes: 12” Tube, Hood, Door
Flex Kit includes 3’ SS Flex, Hood, Door
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The “Mason’s Choice” Stainless Steel Side Wall Outside Air Kit

Kit Hood Only Door Only

Inner Dimensions Order # Order # Order #

3” 230330 230394 230391

4” 230430 230494 230491

Note: Telescopes 14” to 28”; Elbow adjusts 90˚ to 180˚; 26 gauge stainless steel (type 304); Wall vent hood includes screen.
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Aluminum Closable Louver and Optional Round Adapter

Dimensions Order #

8”x8”Louver 260808

6” Round Adapter 270806

Note: Specify if you want adapter riveted to louver. Includes Screen.

Aluminum Brick Louver – Fixed

Dimensions Order #

2.25”x8” 260802

Note: Includes Screen
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Door

Hood

Slip In Air-A-Lator® for New Construction or Retrofit

Type Dimensions Order #

NH 13.5”x4.5”x2.75” 220414

1B 9”x4.5”x2.75” 220409

Note: Type “NH” & “1B” for New Construction or Retrofit; Type “1B” is the size of one brick and has the same advanced
qualities as type “NH”
18 gauge galvanized powder coated – black; 10 per case
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